
Staying nimble with cloud-native apps
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“Using the cloud-native
approach ... allows us to
provide scale and
resiliency while still
ensuring cost efficiency..”
James Lewis
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As nimble businesses look to rapidly develop new
apps and services in order to quickly seize on
market opportunities, cloud-native solutions offer
them the speed and agility to reduce time to value
– even if they lack in-house technical expertise.

Cloud-native is a modern approach to
designing, building and running applications and
services which reside in the cloud and take full
advantage of its strengths, such as flexibility,
agility, scalability, operability and resiliency.

Shifting away from traditional monolithic
applications – in favour of decoupled, domain-
specific, cloud-native architectures – also allows
for faster, more reliable deployment of apps and
services. This results in more responsive systems
which can react quickly in a dynamic business
environment.

By 2025, more than 85 per cent of
organisations will embrace a cloud-first principle
and will not be able to fully execute on their digital
strategies without the use of cloud-native
architectures and technologies, according to
Gartner. By that time, more than 95 per cent of
new digital workloads will be deployed on public
cloud platforms, up from 30 per cent in 2021.

Accelerating development while ensuring
quality, scalability and resiliency is particularly
attractive in the finance space, where fintech
start-ups look to seize on new opportunities and
ways to engage with customers. Partnering with
cloud-native providers is particularly attractive
when skills shortages make it difficult to establish
in-house technical expertise.

Australian fintech Fiduciary Financial Services,
trading as moneyGPS (AFSL: 247344), turned to

cloud enablement experts Cevo to build
moneyGPS – Australia’s first fully client-led, digital
advice platform helping to take the guesswork
out of financial success. Cevo provides bespoke
migration, DevOps, cloud-native data engineering
and managed services capabilities, underpinned
by Amazon Web Services best practice.

moneyGPS provides everyday Australians with
access to easy-to-use, compliant and affordable
personal financial advice. The service is
nominated for several awards in the second
annual Technology Scale-up Awards program,
which celebrate disruptive Australian technology
businesses demonstrating industry-leading
innovation in their sector.

Embracing the cloud-native approach when
developing moneyGPS allowed Fiduciary
Financial Services to get to market quickly while
reducing traditional growing pains as it scales,
says the company’s chief executive and co-
founder, George Haramis.

‘‘Working with Cevo and cloud-native
technologies saved us a lot of time, effort and
angst,’’ Haramis says. ‘‘Their expertise allowed us
to focus on what we do best – delivering
personalised, strategy-based advice, looking
closely at the client’s situation rather than taking
a cookie-cutter approach.

‘‘MoneyGPS’ goal is to demystify financial
services and provide simple, affordable and
personalised advice to Australians who aren’t
financial experts. Likewise, we’re not technology
experts, but Cevo and the cloud-native approach
allowed us to access the best in modern software
design and deployment.’’

With Fiduciary Financial Services holding an
Australian Financial Services Licence, another
important factor was to ensure moneyGPS met
security obligations. The platform is managed by
Cevo’s Managed Services capability, ensuring it
remains secure, available and cost-optimised.

Cevo is a best-in-class AWS partner and a
trusted leader in AWS platform delivery. Its
expertise has helped more than 100 firms
operating in complex regulated environments –
including start-ups, commercial, enterprise and
government customers – stay competitive.

Guided by Fiduciary Financial Services’ vision
and concepts, Cevo’s engineers and designers
helped build a resilient, user-friendly and scalable
AWS platform, with a DevOps-led foundation.

With a cloud-native approach, Cevo offers
clients rapid, continuous app deployment. The

result is more responsive systems which react to
the dynamic business environment, providing a
better experience for customers and employees,
says Cevo chief executive James Lewis.

Investing the time and resources into
digitisation is imperative for today’s businesses to
remain successful and competitive, he says.
Cevo’s cloud-native approach helps businesses
either build innovative apps from scratch, or fast-
track the modernisation of legacy workloads, for
speed, scale and economy.

‘‘Businesses like Fiduciary Financial Services
have the domain expertise to succeed in the
fintech space, while what we bring to the table
with cloud-native solutions is the delivery
expertise to help them bring their vision to life,’’
he says. ‘‘It can be difficult to establish that kind
of expertise in-house, especially when you’re a
startup trying to run lean, so applying our
expertise to the software development lifecycle
and agile delivery gives them a competitive edge.’’

A cloud-native approach can also work out
more cost-effective for startups looking to move
faster with confidence, while tightly managing
costs as they grow.

‘‘Traditional monolithic architectures can
leverage a lot of servers and storage, often with
large amounts of pre-allocated resources to meet
expected demand. This drives up cost and, should
a single component fail, it can bring down the
entire workload,’’ Lewis says.

‘‘Using the cloud-native approach to decouple
this architecture into smaller components and
services allows us to provide scale and resiliency
while still ensuring cost efficiency.’’

Move faster with confidence

Design your apps for speed, scale and economy to
take full advantage of the cloud

www.cevo.com.au
1300 518 265

Get started with an Application Modernisation Assessment

Scan the QR code to learn more
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